
3
Eiastoclynamic: rc dic tion

from sources in unbounded,
homogeneous, iso ropi¢ solid

In this chapter we calculate the elastic wave field that is causally related to the action of sources
of bounded extent in an unbounded homogeneous and isotropic solid that is linear, time
invariant, and instantaneously and locally reacting in its elastodynamic behaviour. The
wave-field quantities (particle velocity and dynamic stress) are determined with the aid of a
spatial Fourier transformation method, which is applied to the complex frequency-domain
coupled elastic wave equations discussed in Chapter 12. The elastodynamic vector and tensor
potentials are employed. Several applications are given. In particular, the radiation from force
sources and deformation sources is discussed, both in the complex frequency domain and in
the time domain, and the solution to the initial-value problem (Cauchy problem) is given.

| 3. I The coupled elastic wave equations in the angular wave-vector
domain

The complex frequency-domain particle velocity ~r and dynamic stress ~p,q in a homogeneous,
isotropic, lossless solid satisfy the complex frequency-domain coupled elastic wave equations
(see Equations (12.5-1) and (12.5-2))

-Ak, m,p,q~m~’p,q + SpVk = ik ,

Ai,j,n,r~nVr -- sSi,j,p,q~p,q = hi,j,

in which

Si, j,p,q = AOi,jOp,q + M(~i,p~,q + Oi,qOj,p) = 3AA~j,p,q + 2MzS~,j,p,q . (13.1-3)

Since the solid is homogeneous, the volume density of mass ~p and the compliance Si,j,p,q are
constants. We assume that the volume source density of force fk and the volume source density
of deformation rate ~i,j only differ from zero in some bounded subdomain ~Dr of R3; ~DT is the
spatial support of the source distributions and is denoted as the source domain of the transmitted
(or radiated) elastic wave field (Figure 13.1-1).
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| 3. ] - | Sources {ik ,]~i,j} at position x’~DT (source domain) generate elastodynamic radiationFigure
in a homogeneous, isotropic, lossless solid with constitutive coefficients {p,cp,cs}. The wave field
{f’p,q,¢r} is observed at x~3.

The influence of non-zero initial field values is assumed to have been incorporated into the
volume source densities. To solve Equations (13.1-1) and (13.1-2), we suject these equations
to a three-dimensional Fourier transformation over the entire configuration space 43 (see
Section B.2). The usefulness of this operation is associated with the property of shift invariance
of the medium in all Cartesian directions. In accordance with Appendix B the spatial Fourier
transformation is written as

,q,~r}(jk,$) =    xp(Jksxs ,q,Vr}(X,s) dV ,
¯ ~ x~

(13.1-4)

where j denotes the imaginary unit and

k= kli(1) + k2i(2) + k3i(3) with k~3 (13.1-5)

is the angular wave vector in three-dimensional Fourier-transform or k-space. According to
Fourier’s theorem we inversely have

{~p,q,~r}(X,s) = (2Yg)-3 f ~exp(-jksxs){7:p,q,~r}(jk, s) dV. (13.1-6)
¯ / k~

For the spatial derivatives we employ the relation

f x exp(jksxs)Om{ ~’P’q"~r}(X’s) dV = -jkm{~p,q,~r}(jk, s) , (13.1-7)

where it has been taken into account that ~p,q and ~r will, due to causality, show, for Re(s) > 0,
an exponential decay as Ixl-~,. (In Section 13.3 this will be shown indeed to be true.) With
this, Equations (13.1-1) and (13.1-2) transform into

Ak, m,p,q Jkn~p,q + SP~k =A, (13.1-8)
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-Ai,j,n,r.lknVr - sSi,j,p,qTrp,q = hl,j,

where

{ fk ’hi’j}(jk’s) =J x~    exp(jksxs){ f k,hi,j}(x,s) dV
~Dr

(13.1-9)

(13.1-10)

is the spatial Fourier transform of the source distributions. (Note that the integration on the
right-hand side is extended only over the source domain ~DT.) To solve {~’p,q,~r} from the linear
algebraic equations (13.1-8) and (13.1-9), we eliminate 7"t~,q from these equations. To this end,
we need the stiffness Cp,q,i,j of the solid, which is the inverse of the compliance. It is given by
(see Equation (10.5-15))

Cp,q,i,j = 3/~A6p,q,i,j + 2flA;,q,i,j = 2t~p,q6 i,j + ~t ( ~p,i~ q,j + 6p,j~ q,i),       (13.1-11)

in which ~ and/~ are the Lam6 coefficients. The coefficients {A,M} and { ~.,~ } are interrelated
via Equations (10.5-23)-(10.5-26). Replacing the subscripts p and q in the second term on the
left-hand side of Equation (13.1-9) by p’ and q’, respectively, and multiplying through in
Equation (13.1-9) by Cp,q,i,j, we obtain

-t- ¯ ~ -t- ~ ~
A),q,p ,,q , S~p ,,q, Cp,q,i,jhi,jCp,q,i, jAi,j,n,r(-Jkn)vr -- = . (13.1-12)

Using the expressions ( 10.3-33) and ( 13.1 - 11 ) for A~,q,p ,,q, and Cp,q,i,j, respectively, Equation
(13.1-12) is rewritten as

2(-jki~i)6p,q + tt(-jkp~q - jkq~p) - S [@p,q + ~q,p) [2 ] = Cp,q,i,j~i,j. (13.1-13)

Using the expression (10.3-33) forAk,m,p,q +and multiplying through in Equation (13.1-8) by s,
we obtain

(sjkrn) [(~/~,m + ~Tm,/~)/2] + PS2~k= sJ~.                        (13.1-14)

Now, substituting the expression for s[(~lqm + ~m,lc)/2] that results from Equation (13.1-13)
into Equation (13.1-14), we end up with

(2kkki~i + ~kmkm~k + ~kmkk~m) + pS2~k = S~k + Ck, m,i, j jkra~ti, j , (13.1-15)

or

(c~P - c2s)kl~ki~i * cskmkraVl~ * S2~l~= 01~ ,                      (13.1-16)

in which

cp= [(2 + 2~t)/p]~/2 > 0, (13.1-17)

cs = (/z/p)1/2 > 0, (13.1-18)

and

Ok = sp-l fk + p-l Ck, rn,i,j jkrn~ti, j = sp-l fk + p-~ [2jkk~i,i +2lu jkrn~tk,m] . (13.1-19)

Equation (13.1-16) could also have been obtained directly by subjecting the elastodynamic
wave equation (10.12-13) for the particle velocity of the elastic wave motion to the relevant
integral transformations. For reasons to be discussed later, cp is denoted as the wave speed of
P-waves ("primary" waves, compressional waves, dilatational waves) and cS as the wave speed
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of S-waves ("secondary" waves, shear waves, equivoluminal waves). Since ~ + 2kt/3 > 0 and
/z > 0 (see Equation (10.8-23)), we have cp > 2Cs/31/2.

|3.2 The elostodynamie wove equotion for the particle velocity and its
solution in the angulor wave-vector domain

In this section the elastodynamic wave equation in the angular wave-vector domain Equation
(13.1-16) will be solved. For convenience it is repeated here:

2 ~ s2~= 0h,                         (13.2-1)(C2p -- c~)kkki~i + cskmk, mVk +

Solving ~k from this equation would be simple if we had an expression for ki~i. To obtain this,
we employ the auxiliary relation that follows by applying the operation kk t° Equation (13.2-1).
The latter results in

(4 mkm + S2)ki i-
from which we obtain

.-.l~i~ c2el~mlcm +

Substitution of Equation (13.2-3) into ~uation (13.2-1) yields

from which it follows that

(4-    -cs)kkkmQm~k = c}kmkm + $2- (c~kmkm + s2)(c}kmkm + $2)’

However,

(c~kmkm + s2)(c}kmkm + s2) kinkm + s2[c~

Consequently, the expression for ~r can be written as

~r = Gr,kQk,
in which

dr,~ = c~2~S~r,~- s-2krk~(de- dS) ,

wim

1

kmkm + s2/c2s

(13.2-2)

(13.2-3)

(13.2-4)

(13.2-5)

(13.2-6)

(13.2-7)

(13.2-8)

kmkm + s2/c2p

and

(13.2-9)
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kmkm + s2/c~.                                     (13.2-10)

Each term on the fight-hand side of Equation (13.2-7) is the product of two transform-domain
functions and some additional factors s-2, s, -jkm and/or -kinkm = (-jkm)(-jkm). In the
transformation back to the space-time domain the product of two transform-domain quantities
corresponds to the convolution of these quantities in space-time, while, further, we have the
correspondences s-~3t and -jkm---~3m. (Note that the latter relationship only holds if applied to
functions that change continuously with position.) Hence, the fight-hand side of Equation
(13.2-7) is easily transformed back to the space-time domain once the functions Gp = Gp(x,t)
and GS = Gs(x,t) that correspond to ~p = Gp(jk,s) and ~s = ~rs(jk,s), respectively, have been
determined. This is done in Section 13.3.

3.3 Delermina|ion of Gp and GS

The functions ~p and ~s introduced in Equations (13.2-9) and (13.2-10) are both of the shape

~ = ~(jk, s):    1
kmkm + s2/c2.

(13.3-1)

The starting point for the evaluation of d = d(x,s) is the inverse Fourier transformation

d(x,s) = (2z0-3 I exp(-jksxs)~(jk, s) dV. (13.3-2)

By applying the standard rules of the spatial Fourier transformation (see Appendix B), it is
easily verified that ~ = ~(jk,s) is the three-dimensional Fourier transform, over the entire
configuration space R3, of the function d = (~(x,s) that satisfies the three-dimensional scalar
Helrnholtz equation with point-source excitation

(~m~m -- S2/C2)~r = --t~(X), (13.3-3)

where d(x) is the three-dimensional Dirac distribution (impulse function) operative at x = 0.
The simplest way to evaluate the fight-hand side of Equation (13.3-2) is to introduce

spherical coordinates in k-space with centre at k = 0 and the direction ofx as polar axis, Let 0
be the angle between k and x, and ¢ the angle between the projection of k on the plane
perpendicular to x and some fixed direction in this plane (Figure 13.3-1), then the range of
integration is 0~<lk[ <oo, 0~<0~<z~, 0~<q~ <2~, while

ksx~ = Ikllxl cos(0), (13.3-4)

km~:m = Ikl2, (13.3-5)
and

dV--Ikl2 sin(0) dlkl dO de. (13.3-6)

In the resulting fight-hand side of Equation (13.3-2) we first carry out the integration with
respect to ¢. Since the integrand is independent of ¢, this merely amounts to a multiplication
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k:

Figure 13.3-1 Integration in k space to evaluate ~(x,s); { [kl,O,q~ } are the spherical polar coordinates,
with x as polar axis and the ranges of integration 0

by a factor of 2,rr. Next, we carry out the integration with respect to 0, which is elementary.
After this we have, for Ixl ;~ 0,

(~(x,s)= 1 ~1°° l/C]2 [.exp[-jlkllx] .cos(O) ] ]~

Ikl2 + s2[c2L jlkllxl    [ 0--0dltcl

1 j’17I exp(jlkllxl)-exp(-jlkllxl)
- 4~jlxl =0      ikl2 + $21C2     Ikl dlkl.

(13.3-7)

Considering Ikl as a variable that can take on arbitrary complex values and denoting this variable
by k, Equation (13.3-7) can be rewritten as

1 f~_ exp(-jklxl) k dk (13.3-8)~(x,s) = 4n2jlxI ~ k2 + s21c2 .

The integral on the right-hand side of Equation (13.3-8) is evaluated by continuing the integrand
analytically into the complex k plane, supplementing the path of integration by a semicircle
situated in the lower half-plane -oo < Im(k) ~< 0 and of infinitely large radius, and applying the
theorem of residues (Figure 13.3-2).

On account of Jordan’s lemma, the contribution from the semicircle at infinity vanishes.
Furthermore, the only singularity of the integrand in the lower half of the complex k plane is
the simple pole at k = -js/c (note that Re(s) > 0). Taking into account the residue of this pole
and the fact that the contour integration is carried out clockwise in stead of counter-clockwise,
we arrive at

~(x,s) = exp(-slxllc)/4azlxl for Ixl * 0. (13.3-9)

This expression will be used in the process of inversely Fourier transforming the angular
wave-vector domain wave quantities obtained in Section 13.2.

The time-domain counterpart of Equation (13.3-9) follows as
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Figure 13.3-2 Integration in the complex k plane to evaluate ~(x,s). Jordan’s lemma and the theorem
of residues are applied to the closed contour in the lower half-plane, where Im(k) < 0. The simple pole in
the lower half-plane is located at k = -js/c (note that Re(s) > 0).

G(x,t) = 6(t- Ixl/c)/4=lxl for Ixl ~ 0, (13.3-10)

where r3(t-Ixl/c) is the one-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at t =
Ixl/c. Equation (13.3-10) is the expression for the space-time Green’s function of the
three-dimensional, scalar wave equation that is the time-domain counterpart of Equation
(13.3-3), viz.

(OmOrn -- c-:ZO2t )G = -6(x,t) , (13.3-11)

where ~(x,t) denotes the four-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at {x = 0,
t = 0}. Obviously, c is the speed with which the wave propagates away from the source that
generates it. (Note that for the disturbance to occur, Ixl must increase as t increases.)
Furthermore, it is clear that we have indeed constructed the wave quantity that is causally related
to the source (the source acts at t = 0 only, and G = 0 when t < 0, due to the fact that Ixl > 0 and
c> 0).

With Equation (13.3-9) we have

dp, s(X,S) =exp(-slxl/cp,s)/4z~lxl for Ixl s0 (13.3-12)

and with Equation (13.3-10)

G~,,s(X,t) = ~(t - Ixl/ce,s)/4z~lxl for Ixl * 0, (13.3-13)

which results will further be used.
In the course of our further analy~sis we also need the expressions for the spatial derivatives

Or~, OkOr~, Orn~kOr~ and OnOrnOkOrG, in which d-- ~,(x,s) is given by Equation (13.3-9). Noting
that
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(13.3-14)

Omlxl - xm
Ixl

we obtain,

for Ixl¢O, (13.3-15)

s2 1 (dm,l~Xr +dm, rXl~ + 61c, rXm 6XmXkXr)+ 72 .     ,x,

3 XmXkXr] exp(-slxl/c)s 1
3 ~ ’j for Ixl~O,

c Ixl 4~

(13.3-16)

(13.3-17)

(13.3-18)

and

OnOmOkOrd(X,s) =

I1..13(}m,kdn,r+ 3r}m,rr}n,k q_ 3r~k, rdn,m- 15(}m,kXnXr’t-15(}m,rXnXk + 15(}k, rXnXm

Ixl2

_ 15c}n,kXmXr + 156k, rXnXm + 15bn,mXkXr

21(6
c i-~ m’kr}n’r + %rOn’k + dk’rOn’m

105XnXtnXkXrI

6~m,kXnXr + 6~m,rXnXk + 6~k, rXnXm
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(13.3-19)

Exercises

Exercise 13,3-1

Prove, by using Equation (13.3-2), and carrying out in the relevant Fourier integral a contour
integration in the complex k3 plane, that

d(x,s) = exp(-slxl/c)/4zclxl

2 exp[-J (klXl +k2x2)-(k~ +k22+s2/c2)’/21x31]
=I--~l f{/q.,}~R’ 2(k~+k~+s2/c2)½    dkldk2. (13.3-20)

(Hint: observe that k3 =+j(k~2 + k~ + s2/c2)1/2 are simple poles of the analytically continued
integrand (away from the real k3 axis) in the upper and lower halves of the complex k3 plane
and that Jordan’s lemma applies to a semicircle in the lower half of the k3 plane for x3 > 0 and
to a semicircle in the upper half of the k3 plane for x3 < 0.) The representation of Equation
(13.3-20) plays a major role in the analysis of elastodynamic radiation problems in subdomains
of R3 with parallel, planar, boundaries.

13.4 The complex frequency-domain source-type integral representations
for the parlicle velocity and the dynamic stress

The complex frequency-domain source-type integral representations for the particle velocity
and the dynamic stress of the elastic wave field radiated by the sources located in ~DT are

obtained by carrying out the inverse spatial Fourier transformation of the angular wave-vector
domain expressions in Equations (13.2-7) and (13.1-13). To this end, we first rewrite Equation
(13.2-7) as (see also Equation (13.1-19))

-1 ~ f -1     ¯ ~ h
~r = SP 05r + p Ck, m,i, jJkmOSr, k,i,j , (13.4-1)

in which

~rf = ~r,/cJ~ (13.4-2)

is the angular wave-vector domain elastodynamic force source vector potential and

~Srh, k,i,j "- ~r,k~i,j (13.4-3)
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is the angular wave-vector domain elastodynamic deformation source tensor potential. (The
interrelation between these source potentials in a homogeneous, isotropic solid and the general
elastodynamic wave potentials introduced in Section 10.10 will be discussed later on.)

Furthermore, the corresponding angular wave-vector domain dynamic stress is expressed in
terms of the angular wave-vector particle velocity through (see Equation (13.1-13))

(~.p,q + ~q,p)[2 = -S-1Cp,q,i,j~ti,
j + s-1Cp,q,n,r(-jkn~r)

-s-1Cp,q,i,jhi,j+ P Cp,q,n,r(-Jkn qbr )
-1                ¯     ¯    ~ h- (sp) Cp,q,n,rCk,m,i,j(-Jkn)(-Jkm)q)r,k,i,j,            (13.4-4)

where the relation + -Cp,q,i,jAi,j,n,r - Cp,q,n,r has been used.
The expressions for the complex frequency-domain elastodynamic force source vector

potential ~rf.and the complex frequency-domain elastodynamic deformation source tensor
potential 43~,k,i,j are obtained by carrying out the inverse spatial Fourier transformation of
Equations (13.4-2) and (13.4-3), respectively. Since the product of two functions in angular
wave-vector space corresponds to the convolution of these functions in configuration space
(see Equations (B.2-1 1) and (B.2-12)), we obtain

~bfr (X,S) f ~r k(X "^"= - x,s)fk(x,s) dV (13.4-5)

and

^ h

Jx~’~Dr~r’k(x ’ ^ ’
qbr, k,i,j (X,s) = - X, s)hi,j (x, s) dV, (13.4-6)

in which (see Equation (13.2-8) and using the rule that -jkk corresponds to Ok (see Equation
(13.1-7)))

(~r,k= C~2~rSOr, k + s-2~r~k(~rp - ~S) , (13.4-7)

with (see Equation (13.3-12))

~p,s(X,S) = exp(-slxl/cp,s)/4zlxl for Ixl ~: 0.                       (13.4-8)

Again using the rule that -jkm corresponds to Ore, we obtain from Equation (13.4-1)
^ -1 ^ f -1 ^ hVr= sp q)/. - (13.4-9)P Ck, m,i,jOm¢r,k,i,j

and from Equation (13.4-4)
^ -1 ^f

(~p,q + ~q,p)]2 = -s-l Cp,q,i,jhi, j + P Cp,q,n,rOnqb¢

- (s/9)-1Cp,q,n,rCk, m,i, jOnOrn~rh, k,i,j. (13.4-10)

Note that in the right-hand sides of Equations (13.4-5) and (13.4-6) we have taken care to
distribute the arguments over the functions such that the spatial integration is carried out over
the fixed domain ~DT (Figure 13.4-1). (If we had provided the source distributions with the
argument x - x’ and the Green’s functions with the argument x’, we would have to integrate
over a domain that varies with x.)

Equations (13.4-5)-(13.4-10) constitute the solution to the complex frequency-domain
elastodynamic radiation problem in an unbounded homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly elastic
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Figure | 3.4-1 Complex frequency-domain source-type integral representations for the elastic wave
field {~’p q,~r} observed at position x~3, radiated by sources {f~,~i j} at position x’~DT (bounded source
domain)’ in an unbounded homogeneous, isotropic lossless s~;lid with elastodynamic parameters
{P,Cp,Cs}.

solid. The expressions are used in the calculation and computation of multitudinous elastody-
namic radiation problems. In a number of simple cases, the integrals in Equations (13.4-5) and
(13.4-6) can be calculated analytically, and the differentiations in Equations (13.4-7), (13.4-9)
and (13.4-10) can be carried out analytically as well. In more complicated cases, the integrals
in Equations (13.4-5) and (13.4-6) must be computed with the aid of numerical methods. Since
numerical integration can be carried out with any desired degree of accuracy, such an evaluation
presents no difficulties (apart from the singularity in ~k;r at x’ = x). Numerical differentiation,
however, is much more difficult and inherently of restricted accuracy. (This also applies to the
differentiations on the right-hand side of Equation (13.4-7).) Therefore, it is in general
advantageous to carry out all the differentiations in Equations (13.4-7), (13.4-9) and (13.4-10)
analytically, which can be done since they act on the position vector x that occurs in the
argument of ~p and ~s in Equations (13.4-5) and (13.4-6) only. Once this has been done, only
the integrals remain to be evaluated numerically.

The carrying out of the differentiations in Equations (13.4-7), (13.4-9) and (13.4-10) has
also the advantage of making explicit the behaviour of the different terms on the right-hand
side as far as their dependence on the distance from the source point to the point of observation
is concerned.

In addition, each term in the expression for the particle velocity and the dynamic stress has
its own directional characteristic in which only the unit vector in the direction of observation
xm/Ix I as viewed from the source point occurs. In Equations (13.3-14)-(13.3-19), care has been
taken to make the two types of dependence explicit.

Finally, observe that ~r and ~p,q indeed show, since Re(s) > 0, an exponential decay as I xl~,
as has been assumed in Section 13.1.

As the structure of ~r,/c as given by Equation (13.4-7) shows, the total elastic wave motion
decomposes, outside the sources, into a part that has the complex frequency-domain spherical
wave propagation factor ~t’, in which the delay factor exp(-slxl/cp) containing cp occurs, and
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a part that has the complex frequency-domain spherical wave propagation factor Os, in which
the delay factor exp(-slxl/cs) containing cs occurs. In view of the conditions 2 + 2/x/3 > 0 and
bt>0 (see Equation (10.8-23)), we have cp>2cs/3~/2, which in the realm of earthquake
seismology historically has led to the designation of the waves propagating with the (larger)
wave speed cp as "primary waves" or P-waves and of the waves propagating with the (smaller)
wave speed cs as "secondary waves" or S-waves. Furthermore, in connection with Equation
(13.4-7) we observe that

en,rn,rOmOrOkdp=O for Ixl #0 (13.4-11)

and (see Equation (13.3-3))

Dr [C~2~S0r,k -- S-2~r~k~Sl = ~k [C~2~S - S-2~r~r~S] =0for Ixl#O. (13.4-12)

As a consequence, the particle velocity of the P-waves is, outside the source domain, curl-free
or rotation-free, while the particle velocity of the S-waves is, outside the source domain,
divergence-free. For this reason, P-waves are also denoted as irrotational, ditatational, or
compressional waves, and S-waves as rotational, equivoluminal, or shear waves. Obviously, in
the homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly elastic solid, the two types of waves travel independently.

As far as the singularity of the elastic wave-field quantities at the location of the source point
is concerned, this turns out to be less severe than it would seem at first sight. The nature of this
singularity follows upon using in the neighbourhood of x’ = x the Taylor expansion of the
exponential functions occurring in Equation (13.4-7). With

X= x-x’ , (13.4-13)

we have

1~s=~+ O(1) as IXl~0,                         (13.4-14)
4z~IXI

and

1- slXI/ce + s2lXl2/2c2p 1                    - slXl/cs +        s21X12/2cs2
dl -ds -                        -

4~lXl              4z~IXI

+ O(IXl2) as IXI--*0

From the latter equation it follows that

~s~) IXl + o(IxI2) as IXl~0. (13.4-15)

s-2OrOk(~P_ ~S) =1_~ l.21c2P 1

4zt 2c~

Consequently,

_ XrXk~ l._~_
IXI2 J IXI + O(1) as ISl--*0. (13.4-16)

2cs2 r,/¢- i-~)j * O(1) as IXI---~0

1
4z~lXI 2c p ZC s,) 2c~J IXl~J O(1) aslXl~O.

(13.4-17)
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Equation (13.4-17) shows that the singularity in Gr.k at X = 0 is of Order (IXI) rather than o
Order (IX1-3) as would at first sight be expecte~ from Equations (13.4-7) and (13.3-16)-
(13.3-17). In view of Equations (13.4-9) and (13.4-10) the singularity in the particle velocity
due to a point source of force is then of Order (IXl-1), the dynamic stress due to a point source
of deformation rate is of Order (IXI-3), and the singularity in the particle velocity due to a point
force of deformation rate and the dynamic stress due to a point source of force is of Order
(IXI-2). In addition to this, a direct source term occurs in the expression for the dynamic stress
due to a point source of deformation rate.

Exercises

Exercise 13.4-1

Employ three-dimensional spatial Fourier-transform methods to construct the solution of the
"grad-div" vector Helmholtz equation

OkOr~r- (s2/c2) fi’k= --Ok (13.4-18)

that shows an exponential decay as I xl--+~ for Re(s) > 0. In Equation (13.4-18), 0/~ differs from
zero in a bounded subdomain DT of X.3 only. (Hint: Use the Fourier transformation:

ff’k(Jk,s) = I exp(jksxs)~k(X,s) dV .)

(a) Determine the equation_ that results upon Fourier transforming Equation (13.4-18). (b)
Derive an expression for krFr from the resulting equati_on. (c) Use the expression obtained under
(b) to solve for ,ff/~. (d) Transform the expression for F/~ back to the complex frequency-domain
configuration space; write the result as

ffk(X,S) = ?k, rQC- x,s)Qr( ,s) dV (13.4-19)

and determine Fk, k,.

Answers:

(a) kkkrff"r + (s2/c2)ff k = Ok;

(b) krff"r = krOr~, with ~ = (kmkra + $2]C2)-1;

(C) ~= (c2/s2)EOk -kkkrO_.r~] ;

(d) Equation (13.4-19), with

~k,r= (C2/S2) [dk, rd(X) + akard] with d(x,s) = exp(-slxl/c), for Ixl, 0 .(13.4-20)’ 4z~lxl
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13.5 The time-domain source-type integral representations for the particle
velocity and the dynamic stress

The time-domain source-type integral representations for the particle velocity and the dynamic
stress that are causally related to the action of a volume source density of force f3c =fl~(x,t) and
a volume source density of deformation rate hi,j = hi, j(x,t), both with support D1, follow from
the results of Section 13.4 by employing some elementary rules of the Laplace transformation
of causal functions of time. These are: (1) the product of two Laplace transforms corresponds
to the time convolution of the corresponding time functions; (2) the factor exp(-slXI/c)
corresponds to a time delay by the amount of IXI/c; (3) the factor s corresponds to a time
differentiation; (4) the factor s-1 corresponds to a time integration; (5) the factor s-2 in the
expression of Or,/c corresponds to tH(t), where H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function: H(t) =
{0,½,1} for {t<0, t=0, t>0}.

Application of these rules to the complex frequency-domain expressions given in Equations
(13.4-9) and (13.4-10) yields (Figure 13.5-1)

Vr(X,t) = p-l~tc2bfr(X,t) -1
h

-- p Ck, m,i, jOmqbr, k,i,j(X,t) , (13.5-1)

and

[~p,q(X,t) + I:q,p(X,t)][2

=-Cp,q,i,j ft, hi,j(x,t’) dt’ + p-lCp,q,n,rOnqgfr(X,t)
¯ ~ t=to

-1 --                    ~t    hp
J t                      ~r’k’i’j(X’t ) dt’ ,

P Cp,q,n,rCk, m,i,j~n~m ,=to
(13.5-2)

in which the elastodynamic force source vector potential follows from Equation (13.4-5) as

¯ fr(x,t) = dt’ Gr, t~(x- x’,t- t’)fl~(X’,t’) dV, (13.5-3)
~=t0

" E~Dr

the elastodynamic deformation source tensor potential from Equation (13.4-6) as

~rtk, i,j(X’t) = ~t~ dtt f x ar,k(X- Xt, t- ff)hi,j(xt~tt) dV ,
to ’EDr

(13.5-4)

and the elastodynamic Green’s tensor follows from Equations (13.4-7), (13.4-8) and (13.3-10)
as

6(t- Ixl/cs)
Gr’k(X’t)=

4~c~lxl
6r,~

+ ~r~kI.(t-Ixl/cp)H(t-Ixl/cp)
4~lxl

(t- Ixl/cs)H(t- Ixl/cs)| .
4z~lxl

(13.5-5)

The instant t = to marks the instant at which the sources are switched on. Substituting Equation
(13.5-5) in Equations (13.5-3) and (13.5-4), and rearranging the terms in the time convolutions,
we arrive at the alternative expressions for the elastodynamic source potentials
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i(3)
{ ~p,q’ Vr}

i(1)

Figure 13.5-1 Time-domain source-type integral representations for the elastic wave field {rt, q,Vr}
observed at position x~3, radiated by sources ~fl~,hi ~} at position x’~Dr (bounded source domain)’in an
unbounded homogeneous, isotropic lossless solid wl~ elastodynamic parameters {p,Cp,Cs}.

dttt

(13.5-6)

and

f h(.,j(x’,t-lx-x’l/cs)~rtk, i,j(X,t) = ~r,k j x,~Dr 4rccslx- x l2
,

dV

+ OrOk ’¢~Dr d t"=O 4z~lx- x’l

(13.5-7)

dt’"

The expressions Equations (13.5-3)-(13.5-7) clearly exhibit the decomposition into P-and
S-waves, while Equations (13.5-6) and (13.5-7) show explicitly the retarded potential nature of
the elastodynamic source potentials. The terms containing Cp yield only a non-vanishing
contribution if t > to + Ix - x’l/cp, i.e. if the elapse time after switching on the source exceeds
the travel time of a disturbance to traverse the distance Ix - x’l from a particular source point
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x’ to the point of observation x with the P-wave speed cp. The relevant terms are denoted as
the P-wave contribution. Similarly, the terms containing cS yield only a non-vanishing
contribution if t > to + Ix - x’l/cs, i.e. if the elapse time after switching on the source exceeds
the travel time of a disturbance to traverse the distance Ix - x’l from a particular source point
x’ to the point of observation x with the S-wave speed cS. The relevant terms are denoted as the
S-wave contribution. As to the evaluation of the expressions occurring in Equations (13.5-1)-
(13.5-7) the same remarks as in Section 13.4 apply. Here, too, it is, in case numerical evaluations
are necessary, advantageous to carry out the differentiations with respect to the spatial
coordinates analytically. The relevant results directly follow from Equations (13.3-14)-
(13.3-19) by applying the rules that the factors s, s2, s3 and s4 correspond to 0t, 0t2, Ot3 and Ot4,

respectively, while the factor exp(-slxl/c) corresponds to a time delay to the amount of Ixl/c.
The resulting expressions are not reproduced here.

13.6 Point-source solutions

From the general results pertaining to a distributed volume source the corresponding point-
source solutions are obtained in the limiting case where the maximum diameter of the source
domain ~29T becomes vanishingly small with respect to the distance from the source to the point
of observation. For this case, let ~Dz be centred around the point x’ = b (for example, its
barycentre defined by

b = (vT)-1 fx’~erX’ dV, (13.6-1)

where

VT= f dV, (13.6-2)

is the volume of agT).

Complex frequency-domain analysis

Under these conditions, for points of observation x not too close to the source domain, Equation
(13.4-5) can be replaced by

~fr(X,s) = ~r,~:(X,s)~:(s) , (13.6-3)

where

(13.6-4)

is the complex frequency-domain total pointforce operative on the solid, and Equation (13.4-6)
by
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~r,k,i,j(X,s) = ~r,k(X,s)[2]i,j(s) ,

where

i,j(X,S) dV
x’ ~D

(13.6-5)

(13.6-6)

is the complex frequency-domain point volume deformation rate inflicted on the solid.
Furthermore,

X= x- b (13.6-7)

is the position vector from the point b where the source is located to the point of observation
x. The relevant expressions for the particle velocity and the dynamic stress easily follow from
Equations (13.4-9) and (13.4-10) and (13.3-14)-(13.3-19), by using Equations (13.6-3)-(13.6-
7), and replacing x byXin Equations (13.3-14)-(13.3-19); all terms in these expressions, except
the direct source term, have the complex frequency-domain propagation factors
exp(-slXl/cp) or exp (-slXI/cs) in common, thus showing their decomposition into P-and
S-waves. Furthermore, each term has its dependence on IXI, i.e. the distance from the location
of the point source to the point of observation, and its directional characteristic that contains
the unit vector Xm/IXI from the location of the point source to the point of observation.
Furthermore, in the direct source term we now have ~i,j(x,s)=I?li,j(s)d(X). The relevant
expressions will not be reproduced here.

Time-domain analysis

For points ofobservationx not too close to the source domain, Equation (13.5-6) can be replaced
by

Fr(t- IXI/cs) + ~r~ r ~k| | t-t°-lXI/c~" Fk(t- t"- IXI/cl@
~rf(X’t) = 4ztc~lXI      L,~ t,,_-o        4z~lXI t" dr"

where

It-to-IXI/cs Fk(t - t" - IXl/cs) t" dt"1
¯ ~ t"=0 4z~lXI

(13.6-8)

fFk(t) = (,t) dV
x’~D

(13.6-9)

is the point force operative on the solid, and Equation (13.5-7) by

Crh, k,i,j(X,t) = 4Z~cs~lXI dr,~ + OrOkL,~t,,__.o         4=lXI t" dt"

_
f iTto-IXl/cs ,Hi,j(t- t’- lXl/cs),~t ~0          4z~lXI

where

Hi,j(t) = f x,~D?i,j(X~,t) dV

t" dt" (13.6-10)

(13.6-11)
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is the point volume deformation rate inflicted on the solid. Furthermore,

X=x-b , (13.6-12)

is the position vector from the point b where the source is located to the point of observation
x. The relevant expressions for the particle velocity and the dynamic stress easily follow from
Equations (13.5-1) and (13.5-2) and using the time-domain counterparts of Equations (13.3-14)-
(13.3-19). All terms in these expressions, except the direct source term, show their decompo-
sition into P- and S-waves. Furthermore, each term has its dependence on IXI, i.e. the distance
from the location of the point source to the point of observation, and its directional characteristic
that contains the unit vector

for IXI~0 (13.6-13)

from the location of the point source to the point of observation. Furthermore, in the direct
source term we have hi, j(x,t) = ni,j(t)r}(X). The relevant expressions are not reproduced here.

As far as the singularity of the elastic wave-field quantities at the location of the point source
is concerned, it follows from Equation (13.4-17) that

Gr,k = dr,k + (dr,k- ~r-~k) O(t) + O(1) as IXI~0

If 1 b I’2 )21~r~kl b(t) + O(l) as IXI--~O . (13.6-14)

1 __~+__~)r,k_ X
-4z~lXl 2Cp zcs)     -@ ZCs) J

Equation (13.6-14) shows that the singularity in Gr,/~ at X = 0 is of Order (IX1-1) rather than of
Order (IX1-3) as would at first sight be expected from Equations (13.4-7), (13.3-16) and
(13.3 - 17 ). In view of Equations (13.5-1) and (13.5-2) the singul arity in the particle velocity due
to a point source of force is then of Order (IXI-1), the dynamic stress due to a point source of
deformation rate is of Order (IX1-3) and the singularity in the particle velocity due to a point
force of deformation rate and the dynamic stress due to a point source of force is of
Order (IXI-2). In addition to this, a direct source term occurs in the expression for the dynamic
stress due to a point source of deformation rate. Furthermore, the 6(t) time behaviour in Equation
(13.6-14) entails a reproduction of the time behaviour of the point source strengths (source
signatures).

The point source of force is a useful model for the mechanical vibrator used in the seismic
exploration for fossil energy resources; the point source of deformation rate is a useful model
in the description of earthquake mechanisms and for the acoustic emission from cracks under
formation, while the special case hi,1 = h2,2 = h3,3 and hi,j = 0 for i ~j models an explosion
source.

13.7 Far-field radiation characteristics of extended sources (complex
frequency-domain analysis)

In many applications of elastodynamic radiation one is often particularly interested in the
behaviour of the radiated field at large distances from the radiating structures. To investigate
this behaviour, we consider the leading term in the expansions of the fight-hand sides of
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Equations (13.4-5)-(13.4-10) as Ixl~oo; this term is known as the far-field approximation of
the relevant elastic wave field. The region in space where the far-field approximation represents
the wave-field values with sufficient accuracy is known as the far-field region. Since in the
far-field region the mutual relationships between the dynamic stress and the particle velocity
(though not their radiation characteristics) prove to be the same for the wave-field constituents
generated by force sources and the wave-field constituents generated by deformation rate
sources, it is advantageous to investigate those relationships for the total wave field, which will
be done below.

To construct the far-field approximation we first observe that

Ix- x’l = [(xs - x~)(xs- x;)]½ = Ixlr[l - 2XsX~/Ixl2 + Ix’lZ/Ixl~J , (13.7-1)
from which, by a Taylor expansion of the square-root expression about Ix l = oo, it follows that
(Figure 13.7-1)

Ix- x’! = Ixl- ~x~ + O(Ixl-x) as [xl--~,,,,, (13.7-2)
where

~ = Xs/Ixl (13.7-3)

is the unit vector in the direction of observation (note that in the far-field approximation
certainly Ix l ~ 0). For the derivatives of Ix-x’l furthermore, we have

OrnlX - x’] -- (xm - xr~) /Ix- x’[ . (13.7-4)

This leads to

~mlx- x’l -- ~rn + O(Ix1-1) as Ixl~,                           (13.7-5)

where the order term follows from a Taylor expansion of I(xm-X,~)/Ix-x’l-~ml about
Ix] = ~. Using these results, the Green’s function of the scalar Helmholtz equation, Equation
(13.3-9), can, in the far-field region, be approximated by

t~(x-x;s)-exp(-slx[/c) exp(s~sxf~/c) [1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl~,, (13.7-6)
4z~lxl

and its spatial derivatives by

~r~(X_X~,S)~_(S~r[C) exp(-slxl/c) exp(s~sx; /c) [1 +O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl~, (13.7-7)
4~rlxl

Using Equations (13.7-6) and (13.7-7) in the expression (13.4-7) for the complex frequency-
^

domain elastodynamic Green’s function Gr,k, we obtain the latter’s far-field approximation as

^ ,,, p,~,,, , exp(-slxl/cp) exp(-slxl/cs)|
Gr, k t ’s’ 4zrc2plXl + ~rS, ff°(~’S) ~ ’J"

x [1 +O(Ixl-~)] as Ixl~,,
in which

~rP, i¢"’ (~,S) "" ~r~k exp(s~sX£ [Cp) ,

~rS,]~(~,s) = (C}r,l~ - ~r~l~) exp(s~sX~ /Cs) .

(13.7-8)

(13.7-9)

(13.7-10)
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i(3)

i(1)
i(2)

Figure 13.7-1 Far-field approximation to the distance function from source pointx’~DTto observation
point x~3:lXl = Ix-x’l = Ixl-~x~ + O(Ixl-1) as Ixl-*~.

With this, the far-field approximations to the elastodynamic force source vector potential ~rf

and the elastodynamic deformation source tensor potential c~rh, k,i,j follow from Equations
(13.4-5) and (13.4-6) as

exp(-slxl/cp)
Crf(X’s) : CtP’~(~"s) 4zcc~lxl

exp(-slxl/c s)1

x [1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl~,, (13.7-11)

with

(13.7-12)

~S’°°(~,S) = ((}r,k- ~r~k)    rexp(s~sXs /cs)f k(x,s) dV , (13.7-13)

~) h;P,~,,,~ , exp(-slxl/cp)
r,k,i,j !,~S,s) 4~rc~lxl

A h;S,~    exp(-slxl/cs)]
+ r]~r’k’i’J(~’s) ~ j

x [1 +O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl-~, (13.7-14)

with

(13.7-15)

(13.7-16)
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respectively. Using Equations (13.7-7) and (13.7-11)-(13.7-16) in the expressions (13.4-9) and
(13.4-10) for the particle velocity and the dynamic stress, we arrive at the far-field approxima-
tions for these quantities as

Ip~ exp(-slxl/cp) ^s~    exp(-slxl/_____~Cs)-
~r(X,S)= ~r ’ (~,s) 4~rc2plxI + vr’ (~’,s) 4:rc~lxl

x [1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl-~, (13.7-17)

with

^ P,~    -l _.~ fiP,~ , ,-1 ..-,    ~. _~ h;P,~
vr = sp ¢Pr    + sUgCP) !"k,m,i,j¢m~r,k,i,j ’ (13.7-18)

~ S,~ -1 ~ f,S,~ -1 ^ h;S,~
r : sp ~Pr + s(RCs) Ck, m,i,j~m~llSr,k,i,j ’ (13.7-19)

and

[’~p,q(X,s) + ~q p(X,S)]12 : (~’,S) + "r’q,~ (~’,S)]/2} exp(-slxllCp)
4z~c~lxl

exp(-slxl/cs) ]
^ S~oo+ {[rp,q (~,s)+ ~’qS,;(~’,s)]/2} ~ /[1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl---~oo,

with

(13.7-20)

(~p,q + "~qP,~)/2 =--S(tgCp) Cp,q,n,r~nqbr

. 2.-1.-,     .-,     ~_ ~. 3. h;P,o~
- s(pCp) L.p,q,n,rt~k,m,i, jgngm~Pr,k,i,j , (13.7-21)

^S,,,o ^S,,~ -1 ^f;Sp,,
(~p,q + 77q,’p )]2=-S(PCs) Cp,q,n,r~nqbr

2 -1 " h;S,~,- s(PCs) Cp,q,n,rCk, m,i,j~n~mqbr,k,i,j . (13.7-22)

In obtaining Equation (13.7-20) the fact has been used that the far-field region is outside the
support of the direct source term in the right-hand side of Equation (13.4-10), in view of which
the direct source term yields no contribution to the far-field approximation.

As Equations (13.7-17)-(13.7-22) show, the particle velocity and the dynamic stress have,
in the far-field region, the structure of the superposition of a spherical P-wave that expands
radially with the P-wave speed and a spherical S-wave that expands radially with the S-wave
speed, both away from the origin of the chosen reference frame (which is also denoted as the
phase centre of the far-field approximation), the latter being chosen in the neighbourhood of
the source domain, with amplitudes that depend on the direction of observation and that
decrease inversely proportionally to the distance from the source domain. The corresponding
amplitude radiation characteristics Ivr ,r~,q I and {~rS’~,~’pS,~} only depend on the direction
of observation ~, and on s. Their dependence on ~’is the resultant of the dependence on ~’of the
integrals

fx exp(s~sX;/Cp’S)fk(x;s) dV:fk(S~/Cp’s’s)

~DT
(13.7-23)
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and

fx ’ ^.. ’ dV= ~i,j(S~/Cp,s,S) ,, ~DreXp(S~sXs Icp,s)h,,J (x , s) (13.7-24)

which are the spatial Fourier transforms of the source distributions at the values jk = s~/cp, s,
and the purely directional characteristics, which for the P-wave particle velocity is ~r~k and for
the S-wave particle velocity is (6r,/¢ - ~r ~)’ From Equations (13.7-12), (13.7-15) and (13.7-18),
it follows that ~rP’~ = ~r(~/~okP’~), i.e. the P-wave particle velocity is, in the far-field region,
longitudinal with respect to the radial direction of propagation, while from Equations (13.7-13),
(13.7-16) and (13.7-19) it follows that ~r~rS’~’=0, since ~r(6r,g-~r~tc) = ~tc-~r~r~k =
~k - ~k = 0, i.e. the S-wave particle velocity is, in the far-field region, transverse with respect
to the radial direction of propagation.

The far-field radiation characteristics of the particle velocity and the dynamic stress are not
independent of each other. First, from Equations (13.7-18), (13.7-19) and Equations (13.7-21),
(13.7-22), it is observed that

(~p,q^ P’~’ + ~’:2)/2 = -CT’ Cp,q,n,r~n~rPP° (13.7-25)

and

---Cs ~p,q,n,r~nVr , (13.7-26)

in which

Cp,q,n,r= 2(}p,q~n,r + kt(Op,nr}q,r + (13.7-27)

is the stiffness. By contracting the left-and right-hand sides of Equations (13.7-25) and (13.7-26)
with the compliance Si,j,p,q it follows that

Si,j,p,q~pP,~ -1_+ ~_ ,, P,~,=-Cp ai, j,n,r¢nVr (13.7-28)
and

°i~p,q°,J,P,q~-S’~’    -1_+ ,_ ,, S,~,
=-cS l-Xi,j,n,r¢nVr , (13.7-29)

respectively. Now, Equations (13.7-28) and (13.7-29) would have resulted if, in the source-free
deformation rate equation pertaining to the homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly elastic solid
under consideration, expressions of the type

{~p,q,Vr} = {~5p,q,Vr }exp(-S~sXs/C) (13.7-30)

had been substituted, for c = cp and c = cs, respectively, where �’~q and ~r~ only depend on the
real unit vector ~" and the Laplace transform variable s, and not on x. Wave fields of the type of
Equation (13.7-30) are denoted as complex frequency-domain uniform plane waves that
propagate in the direction of the unit vector ~s.

Next, Equations (13.7-25) and (13.7-26) are contracted with A~,m,p,q~rn and use is made of
Equation (13.7-27). The result is

~’~ = -PCPO~’~, (13.7-31)

where the relations OrP’~ = ~r(~kO~,~) and 2 + 2kt = pC2p have been used, and

= -pcsvl~ , (13.7-32)
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where the relations ~r~rS’~ : 0 and/z = pc~ have been used, respectively. In Equations (13.7-31)
and (13.7-32),

~P,~,    _+ ~. ^ P,~,
k "- ~k,m,p,q~mZ;p,q (13.7-33)

is the radial P-wave traction and

= Z~k,m,p,q~m~p,q
(13.7 - 34)

is the radial S-wave traction. Equations of the type of Equations (13.7-31)-(13.7-34) would
have resulted if in the source-free equation of motion pertaining to the homogeneous, isotropic,
perfectly elastic solid under consideration, expressions of the type of Equation (13.7-30) had
been substituted for c = cp and c = cS, respectively.

Observing that Ix l = ~sxs, we can therefore say that, after compensating for the (dis-
tance)-1 decay, the spherical P-and S-wave amplitudes in the far-field region radiation pattern
locally behave as if the waves were uniform plane waves travelling radially away from the
source.

Equations (13.7-31) and (13.7-32) further show that in the far-field region the radial traction
and the particle velocity of the P-and S-wave are proportional, with proportionality factors

Zp = pcp (13.7-35)

and

ZS = pcs, (13.7-36)

respectively. The quantity Zp is known as the elastodynamic plane P-wave impedance; the
quantity ZS is known as the elastodynamic plane S-wave impedance.

Exercises

Exercise 13.7-1

Verify that Equations (13.7-18) and (13.7-19), and (13.7-21) and (13.7-22) indeed satisfy
Equations (13.7-28) and (13.7-29), and (13.7-31)-(13.7-34).

13.8 Far-field radiation characteristics of extended sources (time-domain
analysis)

In this section we investigate the time-domain far-field radiation characteristics of the
elastodynamic radiation emitted by extended sources. To this end, we start from the results
obtained in Section 13.7 and transform the relevant complex frequency-domain results to the
time domain. Since the factor exp(-slxl/c) in the complex frequency domain corresponds in
the time domain to a time delay by the amount of Ixl/c and the factor exp(s~sxf~/c) to a time
advance by the amount of ~sX~/c, the time-domain far-field approximations to the elastody-
namic force source vector potential qSrf and the elastodynamic deformation source tensor
potential ~rtk, i,j follow from Equations (13.7-11)-(13.7-16) as (Figure 13.8-1)
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i(3)

i(1)

I:igtlrt~ | 3.8- | Far-field approximation to the distance function from source pointx’~DTto observation
point x~R3:IxI = Ix- x’l = Ixl- ~sx~ + O(Ix1-1) as

q~rh, ff, i’,~(g, t T Ixllcs) ]

+    4Z~cs21xl    J

as Ixl~,,

(13.8-1)

(13.8-2)

(13.8-3)

(13.8-4)

(13.8-5)

~ h;S,~.,, tl           f x,sc~rh,,l(X; t    ’r,k,i,j (g, ) = (br, k - ~r~l~) . ¯ + ~sXs Ics) dV. (13.8-6)

Using Equations (13.8-1) and (13.8-4) in the expressions Equations (13.7-17)-(13.7-22) for the
particle velocity and the dynamic stress, we arrive at the far-field representations of these
quantities as
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x [1+ O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl-~=,
with

P,~ -1 h;P,~
Vr (~*,t) =p-l~tctP"=(~,t) + (pCp) Ck,m,i,j~m~tqbr, k,i,j(~,t),

S,~ -1
(i) h’S,~Vr (~’,t) =/9-1at~jstS’~(~,t) "t- (t9Cs) Ck, m,i, jCm~‘ r,’~,i,j(~,t),

(13.8-7)

(13.8-8)

(13.8-9)
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and

[1:p,q(X,t) + ~q,p(X,t)][2 =
4:rc2pIxI

4zrc~lxl
- [1 + O(Ixl-1)] as Ixl--+~, (13.S-10)

with

[Vp,q (~,t) + Vq,p (~,t)]/2
-I i~p oo

=--(pCp) Cp,q,n,r~nOtqbr’’ (~,t)
2 -1 h;P,~,

- (pCp) Cp,q,n,rCk, m,i,j~n~m~tOSr, k,i,j (~,t),

[ZpS,$°(~,t) + rqS,~°(~,t)]/2 = -(t9Cs)-1Cp,q,n,r~n~t~tS’°°(~,t)

2 -1 h’S,~o-- (PCs) Cp,q,n,rCk, m,i,j~n~mOtqbr,]~,i,j(~,t)’

(13.8-11)

(13.8-12)

As Equations (13.8-7)-(13.8-12) show, the particle velocity and the dynamic stress have, in
the far-field region, the shape of the superposition of a spherical P-wave that expands radially
with the P-wave speed and a spherical S-wave that expands radially with the S-wave speed,
both away from the origin of the chosen reference frame (which is also denoted as the time
reference centre of the far-field approximation), the latter being chosen in the neighbourhood
of the radiating sources. The amplitudes of the waves decrease inversely proportionally to the
distance from the origin, and their amplitude radiation characteristics {vrP’~,rd~°°} and
{ z’ps,$*,Vrs’~} only depend on the direction of observation ~’and on the pulse shapes of the source
distributions. Their dependence on the unit vector ~" is the resultant of the dependence of the
integrals over ~DT in the fight-hand sides of Equations (13.8-2), (13.8-3) and (13.8-5), (13.8-6)
on ~" and the purely directional characteristics, which for the P-wave particle velocity is ~r~k

and for the S-wave particle velocity isoo(,6r,k -~r~)’ From Equations (13.8-2), (13.8-5) and
(13.8-8) it follows that VrP’°° = ~r(~icv~’ ), i.e. the P-wave particle velocity is, in the far-field
region, longitudinal with respect to the radial direction of propagation, while from Equations
(13.8-3), (13.8-6) and (13.8-9) it follows that ~rVrs’°° = 0, since ~r(fr, l~ - ~r~k) = ~ - ~r~r~g =

~k - ~/c = 0, i.e. the S-wave particle velocity is, in the far-field region, transverse with respect
to its radial direction of propagation. Note that in the fight-hand sides of Equations (13.8-8),
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(13.8-9) and (13.8-11), (13.8-12) only the time-differentiated forms of the volume source
densities occur.

The far-field amplitude radiation characteristics of the particle velocity and the dynamic
stress are not independent of each other. First, from Equations (13.8-8), (13.8-9) and (13.8-11),
(13.8-12) it is observed that

(~2p,q + =--Cp I..p,q,n,r~nVr (13.8-13)

and

-CS t~p,q,n,r~nVr , (13.8-14)

in which

Cp,q,n,r =/~(}p,qr}n,r + ~ ( (}p,n(} q,r + (}p,rr} q,n) (13.8-15)

is the stiffness. By contracting the left-and right-hand sides of~uations (13.8-13) and (13.8-14)
with the compliance Si, j,p,q it follows fu~er ~at

S P,~    -1.+ . P,~
i,j,p,q~p,q = -Cp ~i,j,n,r~nVr (13.8-16)

and

Si,j,p,qr~. _
-1.+ ~ S,~=--CS ~i,j,n,r~nVr , (13.8-17)

respectively. Equations (13.8-16) and (13.8-17) would have resulted if in the source-free
deformation rate equation pegaining to ~e homogeneous, isotopic, perfectly elastic solid
under consideration, expressions of the type

{rp,q,Vr} = {rp,~,v~}(t-- ~sXs]C), (13.8-18)

had been substituted for c = Cp and c = cS, respectively and ~e causal relation between ~is
wave field and its sources (which ~e l~ated elsewhere in space), which entails zero initiM
values in time, had been used. Wave fields of the type of ~uation (13.8-18) ~e denoted as
unifom plane waves ~at propagate in the direction of ~e unit vector ~s.

Next, Equations (13.8-13) and (13.8-14) ~e contracted with A~,m,p,q~m and use is made of
~uafion (13.8-15). The result is

t~’~ = -pcpv~’~, (13.8-19)

where ~e relations v~’~ = ~r(~v~’~) and 2 + 2~ = pc~ have ~en used, and

= -PCsV~ , (13.8-20)

where ~e relations ~rV~’~ = 0 and~ = pc~ have been used, respectively. In ~uafions (13.8-19)
and (13.8-20)

4" = ~,m,p,q~m~ (13.8-21)

is the radial P-wave traction and

tff’~ : ~m,p,q~m~;                  (13.8-22)

is the radial S-wave traction. Equations of the type of Equations (13.8-19)-(13.8-22) would
have resulted if in the source-free equation of motion pe~aining to the homogeneous, isotopic,
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perfectly elastic solid under consideration, expressions of the type of Equation (13.8-18) had
been substituted for c = cp and c = cS, respectively, and causality had been used.

Observing that Ix l - ~sXs, we can therefore say that, after compensating for the (dis-
tance)-1 decay, the spherical P-and S-wave amplitudes in the far-field region locally behave as
if the waves were uniform plane waves travelling radially away from the source.

Equations (13.8-19) and (13.8-20) further show that in the far-field region the traction and
the particle velocity of the P-and S-wave are proportional, with proportionality factors

Zp = pcp (13.8-23)

and

Zs = pcs ,                                            (13.8-24)

respectively. The quantity Zp is denoted as the elastodynamic plane P-wave impedance, the
quantity ZS is denoted as the elastodynamic plane S-wave impedance.

Exercises

Exercise 13.8-1

Let F = F(x,t) be a tensor function of arbitrary rank, defined over some subdomain D of R3 and
for all t~R. Furthermore, let ~tF(x,t) = 0 for all x~D and all t~, while F(x,tO) = 0 for all
x~. Show that also F(x,t) = 0 for all x~9 and t > tO. (Hint: note that:

0 =    O;F(x,t’) dr’= F(x,t) - F(x, to).)
’=to

Exercise 13.8-2

Verify that Equations (13.8-8) and (13.8-9), and (13.8-11) and (13.8-22) indeed satisfy
Equations (13.8-16) and (13.8-17), and (13.8-19)-(13.8-22).

13.9 The time evolution of an elastic wave field. The initial-value problem
(Cauchy problem) for a homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly elastic solid

In this section a solution is presented for the initial-value problem (Cauchy problem) for elastic
waves in a homogeneous, isotropic, perfectly elastic solid with volume density of mass p,
P-wave speed cp and S-wave speed cs. From the given initial values Vr(X,to) of the particle
velocity and rp,q(X,tO) of the dynamic stress in all space at the instant t0, the values of Vr = Vr(X,t)
and Vp,q = Vp,q(X,t) at all succeeding instants t > to are to be constructed in case nowhere in the
solid sources are active for t >~ t0. Thus, we are looking for the pure time evolution for t > to of
the elastic wave field, given its values of the particle velocity and the dynamic stress at t = t0.
From Equations (12.1-3) and (12.1-4) we learn that this problem can be solved by transforming
Equations (13.4-5)-(13.4-10) back to the time domain for the particular case where
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f l~ = PVl~(X, to) exp(-sto) (13.9-1)

and

~i,j :-Si, j,p,qZp,q(X’to) exp(-sto),

with

(13.9-2)

Si,j,p,q = Ac}i,jC~p,q + M((}i,pr}j,q +

in which

(13.9-3)

+ (13.9-4)

M: 1/4/z, (13.9-5)

2 = p(c2~ - 2c2s), (13.9-6)
2/z = pcS. (13.9-7)

Substitution of Equations (13.9-1), (13.9-2) and (13.4-7), (13.4-8) in Equations (13.4-5),
(13.4-6) leads to the separation into P-wave and S-wave constituents according to

~f = ,~f;P + C~fr;s, (13.9-8)

and

~ h;P ^ h;S~52k, i,j = r,k,i,j + qbr, k,i,j , (13.9-9)

in which

I f~(x’,to)
- sto)dV (13.9-10)q~r^ f;P (x,s) = ps-2~r~t~ exp(-slx - x’l/ct,

4~rlx - x’l        ’

^~s f exp(-slx - x’[/cs - stO)dv
(13.9-11)ebr’ (x,s) = p(c~2dr, g - s-2~r~g)

fk(x’ to) 4:rlx - x’l ’d X’~

and
exp(-slx - x’llct, - sto) dV’

~2~,j(x,s) = -Si,j,p,qS-2OrOl~ , ~R~P’q(X; to)     4~rlx - x’l

^ h;S
C2~ r,k,i, jQc, s)

_. _Si,j,p,q(C~2t~r,k- s_2~r~k) f, 3z’p’q(xt’tO) exp(-slx-x’llcs- stO) dv .

x ~ 4:fix - x’l

(13.9-12)

(13.9-13)

The integrals on the tight-hand sides of Equations (13.9-10)--(13.9-13) will be rewritten such
that their time-domain counterparts can be obtained by inspection. This is accomplished by
introducing spherical polar coordinates about the observation point x as the variables of
integration. Consider, to this end, the genetic expression

f exp(-slx - x’l/c - sto)dV"
(13.9-14)~b(x,s) = , 3q(x;tO)

4~rlx-x’l~x~
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In the right-hand side, c(r - to), with r >~ t0, is now taken as the radial variable of integration
and the unit vector 0, with 0~52, where 52 denotes the sphere of unit radius, as the angular
variable of integration. Then,

x’ = x + c(r- to)O, (13.9-15)

and, since 0o0 = 1,

Ix - x’l = c(r - to), (13.9-16)

and hence

Ix - x’l/c + to = r, (13.9-17)

while

dV= c3(r - t0)2 dr d52, (13.9-18)

where dO is the elementary area on 52. With this, Equation (13.9-14) is rewritten as

r~(x,s) = exp(-sr)c2(r- to){q(x’,to))s[x,c(~_to)l dr, (13.9-19)
=t0

in which

1 f q[x + c(r - to)O, to] d52 (13.9-20)(q(x; to))s[x,c(~ _ to)] - 4~r ,~ o~

denotes the spherical mean over the sphere S[x,c(z - to)] with centre at x and radius c(r - to).
Now, the right-hand side of Equation (13.9-19) has the form of the Laplace transformation of
a causal function of time whose support is { teN.; t > to }. In view of the uniqueness of the Laplace
transformation with real, positive transform parameter (see Section B.1), the time-domain
counterpart q)(x,t) of ff~(x,s) is given by

cP(x,t) = c2(t- to)(q(x;to))s[x,c(t_to)] for t >~ t0. (13.9-21)

Using this generic result and some standard rules of the time Laplace transformation, the
time-domain counterparts of Equations (13.9-8)-(13.9-13) are obtained as

~f;P(x,t) = P~r~klt2 {C2p(t- to)(vk(X’,to))s[x,c~,(t_to)]} for t >~ t0, (13.9-22)

qbtS(x,t) = D(t - to)(Vr(X~, to))stX, Cs(t _ to)]

- p~r~k It2 {C2s(,- ,o)(vk(X;to))s[X, Cs(t_ to,]} for t >~ tO , (13.9-23)

and

qbr,’~,i,j(x,t) =-Si, j,p,qOrOkIt2 C2p(t- to)(rp,q(X,tO))S[x, ct,(t_to)] for t >~ to , (13.9-24)

qbrh, "~S,i,j(X,t) = -Si,j,p,q( t - to)(rp,q(X~, to) }s[X, Cs(t - to)]

+ Si, j,p,qIt2 {c~(t- to)(Vp,q(X~,to))s[X, Cs(t_to)]} for t~> tO. (13.9-25)
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Here, It~ denotes the double time integration operator or, alternatively, the convolution with
tH(t). In terms of these source potentials the expressions for the particle velocity and the
dynamic stress follow from Equations (13.5-1) and (13.5-2) as

Vr(X,t) = p-l otq~fr(X,t) _ p-1Ck,m,i,jOm ~rh, k,i,j(X,t) , (13.9-26)

and
-1 f,

[rp,q(X,t) + rq,p(X,t)][2 = [rp,q(X, to) + rq,p(X, to)][2 + p Cp,q,n,rOn~r(X,t)

-1 ft     h t-p Cp,q,n,rC~:,m,i, jOnOm! ~r$,i,j(x,t ) dr’, (13.9-27)
,~ t’=to

with

~fr = ~f;t’ + q~f;S , (13.9-28)
= q~5 h;P + ~I9 h;Sq~ r, tc, i,j r,k,i,j r,k,i,j " (13.9-29)

Exercises

Exercise 13.9-1

Construct the solution to the initial-value problem (Cauchy problem) of the three-dimensional
scalar wave equation

-2 2
~m~mu -- C ~tu -- 0 (13.9-30)

for t > to if u(x,to) = uo(x) and Otu(x,t0) = vo(x).
(a) Take the time Laplace transform of Equation (13.9-30) over the interval to < t < ~, and
show that

Om~,fi - (s2/c2)a = -c-2vO(x) exp(-st0) - c-2suo(x) exp(-st0). (13.9-31)

(b) Show that the solution to Equation (13.9-31) is given by

exp[-slx- x’l/c - stO]~(x,s) = ~(x’) dV, (13.9-32)
a x’~d 4ztlx - x’l

in which

~(x’) = c-2[vo(x’) + su0(x’)]. (13.9-33)

(c) Introduce spherical polar coordinates about the observation point x as the variables of
integration and show that

a(x,s) =     exp(-sr)(r- to)(Vo(X’))s[x,c(r_ to)] dr
to

+ s     exp(-sr)(r - to)(uo(x’))s[x,c(r _ to)] dr,                 (13.9-34)
to
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in which

1 f Uo[X + c(~: - to)O] d~2l (~ ~ ,,Uo,..’,,,S[x, ct.~ - to)] = ~ (13.9-35)

is the spherical mean over the sphere S[x,c(r - to)] with centre at x and radius c(r - to).
(d) Use the uniqueness of the time Laplace transformation to show that

u(x,t) : (t- to)(vO(x’))s[x,c(~_to)] + Ot {(t- to)(uO(x’))s[x,c(t_to)]} for t ~> to. (13.9-36)

Equation (13.9-36) is Poisson’s solution to the initial-value problem of the three-dimensional
scalar wave equation.




